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BUYERS’ REMEDIES IN GENERAL AND BUYERS’
PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED REMEDIES
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This paper will cover several provisions of the CISG that, despite their
importance in the substantive scheme of the Convention, have not generated
a great deal of case law or controversy.  Specifically, I will focus on Articles
45, 46 and 28 of the Convention.  Article 45 is the lead provision of Section
III (“Remedies for Breach of Contract by the Seller”) of Part III, Chapter II of
the CISG; it provides an overview or catalogue of an aggrieved buyer’s
remedies (Article 45(1)), along with a rule that coordinates buyers’ remedies
(Article 45(2)) and a rule of general applicability for all of the buyers’
remedies (Article 45(3)).  Article 46 provides for an aggrieved buyer’s right
to demand that the seller actually perform its obligations.  Although it appears
in an entirely different chapter of the CISG (Chapter I—“General
Provisions”—of Part III of the Convention), Article 28 is intimately related to
Article 46, because the former limits a court’s obligation to enforce the rights
granted under Article 46.

I.  ARTICLE 45

A.  Article 45(1)

As the discussion of Article 45(1) of the Convention in the UNCITRAL
Digest of Case Law on the CISG indicates,1 this provision is as much
informational as substantive.  It is designed as an overview or guide to the
remedies available to a buyer for breach by the seller.  For example, Article
45(1)(a) merely catalogues the performance-oriented remedies (as opposed to
damages) available to an aggrieved buyer, and Article 45(1)(b) provides
guidance through the damage measures available when the seller breaches.
Professor Magnus has pointed out the special importance such “narrative”
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provisions can have in international instruments, where “systematic guidance”
through the substantive system may be critical in promoting “uniform
interpretation and application.”2  Of course, Article 45(1) does include
substantive aspects.  For example, Article 45(1)(b) is the basis for a buyer’s
claim to damages when the seller breaches, whereas the other CISG provisions
referred to in Article 45(1)(b)—i.e., Articles 74-77—merely specify how
damages should be measured.  And the chapeau to Article 45(1) (“If the seller
fails to perform any of his obligations under the contract or this Convention,
the buyer may . . .”) makes it clear that the CISG dispenses with any
requirement that, for example, a seller be “at fault” in committing a breach
before particular remedies, such as damages, are available to the buyer.3

As the UNCITRAL Digest points out, tribunals apparently have had little
difficulty with the substantive aspects of Article 45(1).4  Several decisions
rendered after the Digest was assembled have confirmed what a large number
of decisions cited in the Digest had already recognized:  that a buyer’s right
to claim damages for a seller’s breach is grounded in Article 45(1)(b).5

Recent decisions have cited Article 45(1)(b) as the foundation for a buyer’s
claim to damages for, in particular, a seller’s late delivery,6 and delivery of
non-conforming goods.7  The provision has also been cited as one of the bases
(along with Articles 74 and 84(1)) for a buyer’s claim to interest on payments
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that it was entitled to recover from the seller.8  Several more recent decisions
have also confirmed another holding cited in the Digest—that, as
demonstrated by Article 45, the CISG contains a comprehensive system of
remedies for aggrieved buyers which preempts remedies available under
domestic sales laws.9  Finally, a decision rendered after the material for the
Digest was assembled states that, where the seller was late in delivering the
goods but the buyer failed to avoid the contract, Article 45(1)(b) does not
support the buyer’s claim for restitution of payments made (or for damages for
profits lost when a customer of the buyer cancelled its contract to purchase the
goods).10

B.  Article 45(2)

Article 45(2) establishes that, under the CISG, an aggrieved buyer’s right
to damages is cumulative with its other remedies—i.e., the buyer does not
forfeit its right to claim damages by invoking any other remedy.  Although the
UNCITRAL Digest does not cite any cases that have applied Article 45(2), it
does note that, where a buyer has availed itself of other remedies, the amount
of damages the buyer may recover “depends on which other remedy has been
resorted to by the buyer.”11  A recent decision in fact relies on Article 45(2)
to confirm the point made in the Digest.  The court stated that “[b]y virtue of
Article 45, a buyer can both rely on Article 50 in order to claim the right to
reduce the price of [non-conforming] goods supplied, as well as on Article 74
in order to claim damages for breach of the contract,” provided that the buyer
can prove that “further damage has been suffered . . .  beyond the diminution
or extinction of the price.”12  The court proceeded to rule that the buyer could
reduce the price of the goods to zero dollars under Article 50, and could in
addition recover further damages for breach under Article 74.13
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C.  Article 45(3)

When a buyer “resorts to a remedy for breach of contract,” Article 45(3)
forbids a court or arbitral tribunal to grant the seller a “period of grace.”  Once
again, the Digest does not cite any cases applying Article 45(3).  Although it
does not cite Article 45(3), a very recent case may in fact illustrate the
application of this rule—at any rate, it is consistent with the rule.  In the
decision, the court held that, under Article 45(1)(b), a buyer was entitled to
damages for the seller’s late delivery without requiring the buyer to have
given the seller a “reminder” (referring, presumably, to a reminder that
delivery was past due).14

II.  ARTICLES 46 AND 28

Article 46 provides that an aggrieved buyer has the right to require actual
performance by the seller of its contractual obligations.  This general principle
is stated in Article 46(1).  The remainder of the Article specifies that the
aggrieved buyer’s right to the seller’s performance includes, if particular
prerequisites are met, replacement of non-conforming goods (Article 46(2))
and repair of non-conforming goods (Article 46(3)).  The availability of such
performance-oriented buyers’ remedies, however, is limited by Article 28,
which provides that, in enforcing a party’s right to require performance under
the CISG, “a court is not bound to enter a judgment for specific performance
unless the court would do so under its own law in respect of similar contracts
of sale not governed by this Convention.”

The UNCITRAL CISG Case Digest argues that the placement of Article
46 as the first of the buyer’s remedies provisions suggests that the Convention
favors remedies that preserve the contractual bond (such as the remedies in
Article 46) in contrast to remedies that involve termination of the contract
(i.e., avoidance).15  The Digest also notes, however, that “[d]espite its
importance, the right to require performance has not occasioned much case
law.  In practice other remedies—in particular the right to claim damages—are
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preferred.”16  Decisions rendered since the Digest was assembled do not
contradict that final statement.  Indeed, one such decision17 illustrates how,
when disputes reach a point that threatens litigation, an aggrieved party tends
not to rely on the performance-based remedies in Article 46.  A buyer had
demanded that the seller repair defective goods that had been included in a
delivery—which, the tribunal that heard the dispute noted, was the buyer’s
right under Article 46(3).  The seller had promised to comply with the
demand.  When the seller broke its promise, the buyer was forced to resort to
litigation, but the buyer did not seek to enforce its Article 46(3) repair right.
Instead, it avoided the contract and sought a refund.  The buyer’s decision not
to pursue its rights under Article 46(3) makes a great deal of sense.  If a seller
has refused voluntarily to honor its obligation to repair—in this case, even
after expressly promising to do so—a buyer might naturally be skeptical of
repair work that the seller is forced to do under order of a court or arbitral
tribunal; in addition, the buyer might well be concerned with the delay that
seeking such an order would entail.  As another recent case noted, if an
aggrieved buyer itself repairs or arranges for the repair of non-conforming
goods, the buyer can recover the cost of such repairs as damages (subject to
the usual limits on damage recoveries, such as the foreseeability requirement
of Article 74 and the mitigation rule of Article 77).18  This course—or the
alternative of avoiding the contract and purchasing substitute goods
(qualifying the buyer for a refund under Article 81(2) and damages under
Article 75)—eliminates doubts about the quality of repair work performed by
a seller that has delivered non-conforming goods, as well as the delay of
waiting for a tribunal to order repair.  Of course, if the seller has repair
capabilities not possessed by others, and the buyer cannot easily avoid the
contract and replace the goods, forcing the seller to repair pursuant to Article
46(3) may be the buyer’s only practical course—but such cases, apparently,
are rare.

This idea that it makes sense for an aggrieved buyer to resort to its
performance-based remedies in Article 46 only in special circumstances may
explain why Article 28, which arose out of rather intense debate and
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negotiation,19 has to date generated very little case law, and almost no
controversy.  One of the few cases in which a buyer pursued its right to
require actual performance by the seller under Article 46(1) was decided by
a U.S. court:  it found that the buyer had alleged sufficient facts to show that
it would be entitled to an order requiring the seller to perform, despite Article
28, because the buyer’s allegations included circumstances that—if proven at
trial—would justify an award of specific performance under the restrictive
rules of U.S. domestic sales law.20  This case, in fact, is the only Article 28
decision cited in the UNCITRAL Case Digest,21 and my research indicates
that Article 28 has had no significant impact on any subsequent decision.
Thus, in the only significant reported decision on Article 28, a common law
court, whose domestic law restricts the availability of specific performance,
found that an order requiring the seller to perform under Article 46(1) would
be proper.  In fact, to my knowledge no decision has ever refused to order a
party to perform on the basis of Article 28.

The fact that Article 28 appears to have had no impact in practice may
demonstrate that those (rare) occasions when it makes sense for an aggrieved
party to seek a performance-oriented remedy are also the occasions when
domestic sales laws—even in common law jurisdictions that restrict the
availability of specific performance—will grant it.  The common law
restrictions, in fact, may be designed to prevent a vengeful aggrieved party
motivated by a desire to punish the breacher (rather than by the goal of
procuring an effective remedy) from pursuing an order requiring performance
when that does not make economic sense.  The more liberal availability of
performance-oriented remedies in civil law jurisdictions, in contrast, may
reflect an emphasis on the breaching party’s moral obligation to perform its
promises.  I have argued elsewhere that the absence of actual controversy over
Article 28 and the availability of specific performance under the CISG
suggests that this is an area ripe for a rapprochement between the approaches
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of the civil law and common law traditions.22  Such a compromise could result
in the removal of what has been a significant but, it turns out, almost entirely
theoretical irritant in the search for universal commercial law principles.

Whereas Article 28 has had very little impact—either negative or
positive—on the application of the CISG, several decisions rendered since the
UNCITRAL Digest of Case Law on the CISG was assembled appear, to this
author at any rate, to be confused about the meaning and impact of Article 46.
In one very recent decision,23 a buyer had placed equipment orders that were
marked “urgent” and the seller had delivered the equipment between two and
four months after the orders were placed.  When the buyer claimed damages
for late delivery, the court noted that the buyer had not made a demand for
performance as provided in Article 46(1) (nor, the court noted, had the buyer
fixed an addition period of time for delivery under Article 47(1)); as a result,
the court held, the buyer had failed to establish that the seller’s deliveries were
late.  Perhaps the decision illustrates a point made in the UNCITRAL Case
Digest, based upon suggestions found in the Secretariat Commentary to the
Draft Convention:  “under Article 46(1), a clear declaration that the buyer
requests the performance of a contractual obligation is needed.”24  But even
if such a demand for performance is required before a buyer can assert a right
to performance under Article 46(1), the buyer in the case was not asserting
such a right—rather, it was seeking damages for late delivery.  Requiring such
a demand for performance before damages can be recovered, in fact, seems to
contradict the case discussed above (in connection with Article 45(3)) in
which the court expressly stated that a buyer need not have given the seller a
“reminder” in order to recover damages for late delivery.25  At any rate, such
a “demand” requirement as a prerequisite to recovering damages seems to
have nothing to do with Article 46.  Perhaps the court was merely saying that,
because the buyer never demanded performance as of a particular date, the
buyer had failed to prove that the seller had delivered beyond the contract time
for performance—but (again) what that has to do with Article 46(1) (or
Article 47(1), which the court also cited) is entirely unclear.
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In another confusing recent decision,26 a buyer had complained that a
certain model of goods delivered by the seller did not conform to the contract.
The seller admitted problems with the goods and offered to replace them, but
the buyer refused the offer.  The court indicated that the seller’s offer to
replace the goods complied with Articles 46(2) and (3), and this (the court
seemingly concluded) precluded the buyer’s claim for lack of conformity.  The
court’s apparent conclusion that the seller’s offer to replace the goods
prevented the buyer from asserting a claim for lack of conformity might be
correct, but its citation of Articles 46(2) and (3) in support thereof is in error.
Articles 46(2) and (3) give an aggrieved buyer the right to demand repair or
substitute goods from the seller; they do not give the breaching seller the right
to repair or replace non-conforming goods.  A breaching seller’s claim to such
a right should be based on the CISG’s cure provisions, Articles 37 and 48,
which in certain circumstances permit a seller that has made a non-conforming
delivery to correct the problem by delivering missing goods, or repairing or
replacing non-conforming goods.

The distinction between a breaching seller’s right to cure under Articles
37 or 48 and an aggrieved buyer’s right under Articles 46(2) and (3) to require
the seller to repair or replace the goods is important because the seller’s cure
provisions impose different conditions than those in Articles 46(2) or (3).
Thus a seller who wishes to cure under Article 37 (which applies if the seller
is curing “before the date for delivery”) must do so without causing the buyer
“unreasonable inconvenience or expense”; to cure a non-conforming delivery
under Article 48(1) (which applies if the seller is curing “after the date for
delivery”), the seller must do so “without causing the buyer unreasonable
inconvenience or uncertainty of reimbursement by the seller of expenses
advanced by the buyer.”  These limitations are different from those applicable
under Articles 46(2) and (3):  Article 46(2) restricts a buyer’s right to demand
that the seller deliver goods in substitution for a non-conforming delivery to
cases where the lack of conformity in the original goods constitutes a
fundamental breach of contract; Article 46(3) limits a buyer’s right to demand
that the seller repair non-conforming goods to situations where such repair is
not “unreasonable in the circumstances.”  The time limitations on a breaching
seller’s right to cure under Articles 37 and 48(1) also differ from the time
limitations imposed on an aggrieved buyer’s right to require substitute goods
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or repair under Articles 46(2) and (3).27  Thus maintaining the distinction
between a buyer’s rights to demand substitute goods or repair under Articles
46(2) and (3), and a seller’s right to cure a non-conforming delivery under
Article 37 or 48, is important to the proper application of the Convention.

In contrast to the decisions discussed above, another recent decision28

gives helpful guidance concerning a buyer’s right to require the seller to repair
goods under Article 46(3).  The court commented thoughtfully on the
circumstances that would render a demand for repair unreasonable,29 on who
bears the burden of proof concerning the reasonableness of repair,30  and on
the alternatives available if a right to repair is unavailable to an aggrieved
buyer.31  The court also gave a helpful account of the relationship between the
time a buyer has to give notice of a lack of conformity in delivered goods as
required by Article 39(1), and the time a buyer has to give notice of the
remedy it has chosen (including the remedies provided by Articles 46(2) and
(3)):  “[i]n giving notice of a lack of conformity [pursuant to Art. 39] the
buyer does not yet need to communicate the rights he wants to assert.
Whether for claims demanding substitute goods or repair (see Art. 46(2) & (3)
CISG) or demanding contract avoidance (Art. 49 CISG), the buyer has a
further reasonable time period available.”32  The clear distinction made here
between the reasonable time an aggrieved buyer has to notify the seller of a
lack of conformity under Article 39(1), and the further reasonable time the
buyer has to give notice of the remedy it has chosen, is an important corrective
to some earlier decisions that have failed to maintain this distinction.33
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